
On the Pebbling Threshold SpetrumGlenn Hurlbert, Department of MathematisArizona State University, USADe�nitionsSuppose p pebbles are distributed onto the verties of a simple onneted graph G havingn(G) = jV (G)j verties. A pebbling step onsists of removing two pebbles from one vertex andthen plaing one pebble at an adjaent vertex. We say a pebble an be moved to a vertex r if wean repeatedly apply pebbling steps so that, in the resulting distribution, r has at least one pebble.We say that a distribution is solvable if a pebble an be moved to any given root vertex r. Finallywe de�ne the pebbling number, pn(G), to be the smallest integer m suh that every distribution ofm pebbles on the verties of G is solvable.OriginsThe onept of pebbling in graphs arose from an attempt by Lagarias and Saks to give analternative proof of a theorem of Kleitman and Lemke. An elementary result in number theorywhih follows from the pigeonhole priniple is that for any set N = fn1; : : : ; nqg of q naturalnumbers, there is a nonempty index set I � f1; : : : ; qg suh that qjPi2I ni. Erd}os and Lemkeonjetured in 1987 that the extra onditionPi2I ni � lmfq; n1; : : : ; nqg ould also be guaranteed.In 1989 Kleitman and Lemke proved the onjeture by replaing the Erd}os-Lemke onlusion bythe stronger onlusion that Pi2I gd(ni; q) � q.Theorem 1 For any set N = fn1; : : : ; nqg of q natural numbers, there is a nonempty index setI � f1; : : : ; qg suh that qjPi2I ni and Pi2I gd(ni; q) � q.The proof o�ered by Kleitman and Lemke had many ases and did not seem to be the mostnatural proof. It was the intention of Lagarias and Saks to introdue graph pebbling as a moreintuitive vehile for proving their result. If the formula for a more general pebbling number of aartesian produt of paths is as was believed then the number theory result would follow easily. Itwas Chung who �nally pinned down suh a formula. Denley extended the appliation of pebblingto prove that if eah nijq (with ni � ni+1) and Pprime pjq 1=p � 1, then there is a nonempty I suhthat q = Pi2I ni and nijnj for all i < j.Kleitman and Lemke went on to make more general onjetures on groups (we write groupsadditively).Conjeture 2 Let G be a �nite group of order q with identity e, and let jgj denote the order of theelement g in G. Then for any multisubset N = fg1; : : : ; gqg of G there is a nonempty I suh thatPi2I gi = e and Pi2I 1=jgij � 1.Their prior theorem is merely the ase G = Zq, and they veri�ed this onjeture for G = Znp ,for dihedral G, and also for all q � 15.Conjeture 3 Let H be a subgroup of a group G with jGj=jHj = q and let N = fg1; : : : ; gqg be anymultisubset of G. Then there is a nonempty I suh that Pi2I gi 2 H and Pi2I 1=jgij � 1=jPqi=1 gij.The �rst onjeture is the ase H = feg here, and this seond onjeture they veri�ed for alljGj � 11. We have been using pebbling to make progress toward this onjeture in the ase that Gis simple. 1



Pebbling NumbersHere we briey note some of the basi results of graph pebbling in order to familiarize the readerbefore leading into the theorems we will present.If one pebble is plaed at eah vertex other than the root vertex, r, then no pebble an be movedto r. Also, if w is at distane d from r, and 2d � 1 pebbles are plaed at w, then no pebble an bemoved to r. Thus we have that pn(g) � maxfn(G); 2diam(G)g. These bounds are tight, as of ourse,pn(Kn) = n and pn(Pn) = 2n�1, where Kn is the lique on n verties and Pn is the path with nverties. The pebbling numbers of yles is derived by Pahter, Snevily and Voxman. They provethat pn(C2k) = 2k and pn(C2k+1) = 2b2k+13 + 1 for k � 1.The formula for the pebbling number of a tree is worked out by Moews. It involves �ndingthe maximum path partition of the tree. For the n-dimensional ube Qn, Chung proved thatpn(Qn) = 2n. Chung's result would follow easily from Graham's onjeture, whih has generated agreat deal of interest. For any two graphs G1 and G2, we de�ne the artesian produt G1 G2 to bethe graph with vertex set V (G1 G2) = f(v1; v2)jv1 2 V (G1); v2 2 V (G2)g and edge set E(G1 G2) =ff(v1; v2); (w1; w2)gj(v1 = w1 and (v2; w2) 2 E(G2)) or (v2 = w2 and (v1; w1) 2 E(G1))g.Conjeture 4 (Graham) pn(G1 G2) � pn(G1)pn(G2).It is worth mentioning that there are some results whih verify Graham's onjeture. Amongthese, the onjeture holds for a tree by a tree (Moews), a yle by a yle (Higgins and Hersovii;Pahter, Snevily and Voxman) (with possibly some small exeptions), and a lique by a graph witha speial \2-pebbling property" (Chung).It is fairly easy to argue that if the onnetivity �(G) = 1 then pn(G) > n(G). Pahter, Snevilyand Voxman proved that if diam(G) = 2 then pn(G) = n(G) or n(G) + 1. Clarke, Hohbergand Hurlbert haraterized those graphs having pn(G) = n(G) and proved the orollary that ifdiam(G) = 2, and �(G) � 3 then pn(G) = n(G). From this it follows that almost all graphs (inthe probabilisti sense) are of Class 0, sine almost every graph is 3-onneted with diameter 2.Czygrinow, Hurlbert, Kierstead, and Trotter proved the following more general result.Result 5 If G is a graph with diam(G) = d and �(G) � 22d+3 then pn(G) = n(G).We also proved that there is a graph with diam(G) = d and �(G) = 2d+1=d for whih pn(G) > n(G).For m � 2t + 1, the Kneser graph, K(m; t), is the graph with verties �[m℄t � and edges fA;Bgwhenever A \ B = ;. Using Result 5 Hurlbert proved the following.Result 6 For any onstant  > 0, there is an integer t0 suh that, for t > t0, s � (t= log2 t)1=2,and m = 2t+ s, we have that pn(K(m; t)) = n(K(m; t)).Graph ThresholdsThe notion that graphs with very few edges tend to have large pebbling number and graphswith very many edges tend to have small pebbling number an be made preise as follows. Let Gn;pbe the random graph model in whih eah of the �n2� possible edges of a random graph having nverties appears independently with probability p.Let P be a property of graphs and onsider the probability Pr(P) that the random graph Gn;phas P. For large p it may be that Pr(P)! 1 as n!1, and for small p it may be that Pr(P)! 02



as n!1. More preisely, de�ne the threshold of P, Th(P), to be the set of funtions t for whihp� t implies that Pr(P)! 1 as n!1, and p� t implies that Pr(P)! 0 as n!1.It is not lear that suh thresholds exist for arbitrary P. However, we observe that \pn(G) =n(G)" is a monotone property (adding edges to a Class 0 graph maintains the property), and atheorem of Bollob�as and Thomason states that Th(P) exists for every monotone P. It is well known(Erd}os and R�enyi) that Th(onneted) = �(lgn=n), and sine onnetedness is a requirement forpebbling, we see that Th(Class 0) � 
(lgn=n). Czygrinow, Hurlbert, Kierstead, and Trotter usedResult 5 to prove the following result.Result 7 For all d > 0, Th(Class 0) � O((nlgn)1=d=n).Pebbling ThresholdsLet us �x some notation as follows. The vertex set for any graph on n verties will be taken to befviji 2 [n℄g, where [n℄ = f0; : : : ; n� 1g. That way, any distribution D : V (Gn)!N is independentof Gn. Let G = (G1; : : : ; Gn; : : :) for Gn, a generi graph on n verties, and let Dn : [n℄!N denotea distribution on n verties.Let h : N!N and for �xed n onsider the probability spae Xn of all distributions Dn of sizeh = h(n), We denote by P+n the probability that Dn is Gn-solvable and let t : N!N. We say thatt is a pebbling threshold for G if P+n !0 whenever h(n) � t(n) and P+n !1 whenever h(n) � t(n),and we write th(G) for the set of all pebbling thresholds for G. The existene of suh thresholdswas reently established by Bekmetjev, Brightwell, Czygrinow and Hurlbert.Result 8 For every graph sequene G, th(G) is nonempty.The �rst threshold result was found by Clarke. The result is merely an unlabeled version ofthe so-alled \Birthday problem", in whih one �nds the probability that 2 of t people share thesame birthday, assuming n days in a year. He proved that th(K) = �(pn), where Kn is theomplete graph on n verties, and K = (K1; : : : ; Kn; : : :) for Kn. The following results, amongothers, were proved by Czygrinow, Eaton, Hurlbert and Kayll. Let P = (P1; : : : ; Pn; : : :) andQ = (Q1; : : : ; Qm; : : :), where Pn is the path on n verties and Qm is the ube on n = 2m verties.Result 9 (a) For all G and all � > 0, th(G) = O(n1+�), (b) th(Q) = O(n), and () th(P) = 
(n).Reently Bekmetjev, Brightwell, Czygrinow and Hurlbert proved reasonably tight bounds forthe pebbling threshold of paths.Result 10 For any onstant  < 1=p2, we have th(P) � 
(n2plg n) \ O(n22plg n).The fous of this presentation is on the spetrum of funtions whih an be thresholds for somegraph sequene. Czygrinow and Hurlbert have proven the following theorem.Theorem 11 Let t1; t2 be any funtions satisfying 
(n1=2) 3 t1 � t2 2 O(n). Then there is somegraph sequene G suh that th(G) 2 
(t1) \O(t2).We prove this theorem by letting Gn = Fl(n), where Fl(n) is the path v1 : : : vl with independentverties vl+1; : : : ; vn eah adjaent to vl. We show that, for 1=2 < � < 1 and l = (2� � 1) lgn, wehave th(Fl) = �(n�), where Fl = (Fl(1); : : : ; Fl(n); : : :).3


